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Introduction
Low-voltage scanning electron microscopes (LVSEMs) have substantially benefited from the development of the field-emission gun and high sensitivity detectors in last few decades [1] ; resulting in a significant increase of resolution from 100 nm to o0.5 nm [2] . Nowadays, the LVSEM is commonly used as a high resolution imaging for surface topography and insulators [3] .
In the case of imaging insulator materials, it is well known the SE signal is highly sensitive to charging on the sample surface, voltage contrast will also form as a result of the charging effect [4] . Although BSE imaging is generally less affected by surface charging, the electric field build up on sample surface can still cause electron beam deflection and strong electron implantation effect which leads to sample damage [5, 6] , especially if the primary beam energy exceeds a few keV as in conventional BSE imaging. In order to prevent the charging situation, ordinarily, a conductive coating is applied in conventional SEM. Unfortunately this coating hides the surface detail and can create artificial signals due to the electron range differences in the sample material and the coating [7] . In contrast, the LVSEM technique allows careful control of the primary voltage which allows for the imaging of non-conductive insulating materials, even in the absence of a coating [8] .
Additionally, for a composition based investigation, low-voltage backscattered (LVBSE) imaging can provide relatively high imaging resolutions up to o5 nm [9] . Since the electron range is significantly decreased in LVBSE imaging [6] , a non-coated specimen is strongly preferred for a quantitative analysis. In the absence of a conductive coating, the primary electron energy is limited to a small energy range in which the electron input and emission is close to balance. The BSE signal can be optimised for uncoated insulating samples and, generally, reaches a maximum value around primary energy setting of 1-2 keV [4, 10] .
To optimise the LVBSE imaging, Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are required to predict the image contrast, as conventional calculation methods yield large deviations when the primary electron energy drops below 2 keV [11] . Such MC simulations normally comprise of both inelastic scattering and the elastic scattering. The
Contents lists available at ScienceDirect journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/ultramic inelastic part employs the dielectric function approach as physical model in the simulation programmes and the relevant prediction for low-voltage setting has already been reported to match the experiments [12] in SE imaging. In the case of elastic scattering simulation, the Mott cross-section solved from Dirac equation was widely applied for electron energy over 100 eV [13] . It's application for simulating electron matter interactions have been reported by researchers [14] [15] [16] . Here we report on its use for the prediction of optimised angle selective BSE imaging conditions for low density materials.
Although BSE are commonly expected to exhibit compositional information, the BSE signal can also contain topographical information [17] . This is because the signal emitted from the sample contains BSE I, which is generated from near-surface area and applied in topographical imaging [18] , and BSE II which reflects purely composition information as they originate from deeper in the specimen and have undergone multiple scattering events [19] . In order to acquire compositional or topographical information separately through BSE imaging an angular selection is needed since the BSE I are generally emitted at large angles [20] . The detailed mechanism of BSE detection and contrast formation based on scattering angle has already been discussed in literature [21] . Here we introduce MC simulation to predict the necessary experimental conditions under which a separation in the landing angle of BSE I and BSE II can be achieved.
The concentric back scattered detector or circular back scattered detector (CBS) is a multi-segment solid state high-efficiency BSE detector [22] which is composed of multiple rings which can form images simultaneously. Thus it can collect the emitted electron signal from a set angular range [23, 24] . Here we show how to optimise the microscope settings in terms of angular acceptance range by combining the low detection threshold of CBS detector with a deceleration (retarding) field [25] , so it becomes possible to acquire high contrast BSE images of materials with very small average atomic number differences (free from topography). Although this work is focused on carbon based polymer materials, we expect to apply this method for heavier elements analysis such as for carbides in steel [26] . As the experimental settings for LVBSE imaging can vary greatly when a deceleration field is employed, model calculations ensure suitable imaging conditions are used to access compositional information only.
Theoretical background and calculations
Monte Carlo simulations can be used to calculate the electron emission from a given point at the specimen surface. This then needs to be translated into a local signal strength, S D, at a given point on the detector plane, based on the spatial and energy distribution of the emitted electrons as well as user-controllable parameters in the LVSEM such as the working distance and the deceleration voltage, U d .
The angle between the incident primary beam and the straight line from emission point to detection point, θ D, is shown in Fig. 2 .1.1. It is defined by the working distance for U d ¼ 0.
Determination of detected electron signal from the simulated electron emission
Since our calculation is focused on the signal formation in our CBS detector, only the electron signal that can potentially reach our detector is considered in the following calculation. For simplicity, we only consider the case in which the entire interaction volume is contained within the material, thus we exclude the possibility of electrons being transmitted. For any other cases the adsorbed and transmitted electrons have to be considered in more detail as the transmitted electrons could contribute to the detected signal and cause substantial contrast as was shown in literature [27] . Traditionally the electron signal detected by a SEM detector is ascribed to two parts: the secondary electron (SE) signal and the BSE signal. Thus, the overall detected electron signal strength, S D , can be represented by Eq. (2.1.1): 
T is the detector energy threshold (the minimum energy that leads to a detection event which is a characteristic of the detector used).
E BSE is the electron energy of a backscattered electron when it reaches the detection point.
P BSE is the absolute probability of a BSE with electron energy E BSE landing on this detection point.
E SE is the electron energy of secondary electron when it reaches the detection point. P SE is the absolute probability of a SE with electron energy E SE landing on this detection point.
In Eq. (2.1.2), E T is a constant for a selected detection point and a given detector. Note that our calculations are restricted to the low-loss electrons (plasmon-loss and elastic peak region, schematically shown in Fig. 2.1.1b) [29] . Thus, E BSE is very close to the landing energy, U L , of the primary electron. U L is a parameter that is selected by the SEM user. P BSE is a function of BSE scattering angle, θ SBSE , and can be obtained from Monte Carlo simulations [17] using Mott cross-sections. It is based on U L , and sample composition.
P SE is a function of the SE energy, E SE , and the SE scattering angle, θ SSE . The latter can be obtained from Monte Carlo simulation [17] requiring electron energy loss function parameters as input. The details of the Monte Carlo simulation method we applied here are described in detail in literature [30] .
In an ideal situation, a selected detection point, θ SBSE and θ SSE are equal to the detection angle θ D as shown in Fig. 2 
The effective SE signal, S E(SE) depends on the value of U d . When E T 4 U d q þ 50 eV, the SEs will reach the detector but if their energy is below the threshold, the detector will not yield any SE signal. In the case that the E T oU d q þ50 eV, SEs that reach the detector threshold will contribute to S E but then becomes a mixed SE/BSE signal. The contribution of the SE to the mixed signal is S E (SE) and given by Eq. (2.2.3) as described in supporting information SI 2.
Experimental methods

Monte Carlo simulation of the scattered electron distribution
The electron emission of the sample was simulated from the Monte Carlo program [18] using the following inputs(full list in Table 3 .1.1): the material composition (average atomic number), electron affinity, electron energy loss function (EELF) as well as the impact angle and U L of the primary electron. Since the Monte Carlo simulation is based on the Mott cross-section for BSE and the dielectric function approach for SE, only full energy loss function (EELF) input for single element materials were used. The EELF inputs are energy, width and strength of each oscillator.
The simulation is based on the electron banding and atomic composition of the material; the crystallinity or orientation is not a direct input parameter. However, such structural differences would affect the density input, thus would lead to a difference in the simulation result. For example, the amorphous/crystalline phases are represented by the respective density inputs in our simulation for P3HT samples in Section 4.2.2.
The primary electron energy input, E 0 , is the landing energy of the primary electron. Thus the simulation result is not affected by a deceleration field for a chosen E 0 , and any situation in which the primary electron cannot reach the sample before (e.g. it is deflected by the deceleration field) is not considered here. The The average atomic numbers of PNIPAM and PEGDA are respectively 3.26 and 3.42. a The density of PEGDA used in simulation input above is the average density of the composite matrix. b The density of amorphous and crystalline phase P3HT is acquired from literature [31] .
electron angular distribution was acquired as the probability for each scattering angle in the range of 0-90°, with a step size of 1°. The electron energy distribution was acquired as the probability of electron energy from 0 eV to E 0 þ5 eV (in order to cover the width of the elastic peak), in energy steps of 0.1 eV. The SE distribution was simulated from 0 to 100 eV scattering electron energy in order to cover the tail of SE peak, while the low-loss BSE were simulated from E 0 À100 eV to E 0 þ5 eV in order to cover the plasmon-loss and elastic peak. In the case of the electron energy-angular distribution of SE, the data was acquired from simulating the angular distribution of 0-1 eV, 1-2 eV, …, 99-100 eV scattered electrons. Every 1 eV step and the distribution was built from the collected probability points in an electron energy-scattering angle-probability coordinate system. The data sets acquired from simulation was plotted and processed with Savitzky-Golay smoothing.
Sample materials
The Cu and amorphous C sample used, obtained from Agar, were 200 Mesh TEM copper grids with carbon film. The carbon film had a thickness of 13 nm (which is smaller than the maximum penetration depth of a 2 keV electron beam.) In order to prevent the electron signal transmission, we created another 4 mm thick C layer by an Emitech C coater, the layer thickness requirement is discussed in SI 3. The electron implantation and the "bulk" thickness requirement is simulated by Monte Carlo simulation. Detail of relationship between film thickness and electron interaction is discussed elsewhere [32] .
The PNIPAM/PEGDA semi-interpenetration network was fabricated with highly branched PNIPAM and a PEGDA matrix. Synthesis of the PNIPAM system is described elsewhere [33] . The PNI-PAM concentration of the sample investigated was 20% wt. To enhance conductivity and remove contamination, the PNIPAM/ PEGDA samples were plasma etched in air by a Diener Zepto version B (840 s and 100 W power).
The P3HT was purchased from Ossila, brand Merck SP001 94.2% regioregularity and M w ¼ 54,200 Da and spin coated on silicon substrate from solution. The detail of the P3HT film is described elsewhere [34] .
SEM image acquisition
The SEM images were taken in a FEI Nova450 SEM. The contrast and brightness setting of the microscope was set to fixed values for each CBS detector segment in all data sets. The background subtraction of the images was done by taking reference images with beam blank for every setting in the imaging process. The detection angle of each CBS segment is calculated from the detector segment size and microscope working distance as shown in Fig. 3.3.1 , while the detector segment size is measured from an image of the CBS detector. In order to change the detection angle, the microscope was operated to record images from a series of working distances with fixed U L and U d .
All data sets were acquired with fixed U L and either 1) fixed U d while changing the detection angle θ D or 2) changing U d with fixed θ D .
The measured grey value extracted from the image (8 bit) using ImageJ 1.48 v software represents the signal intensity S. Grey values for all individual pixels were averaged from the entire field of view before the reference value is subtracted. This reference value is determined by averaging all grey values present in an image with same field of view and identical microscope settings but with a blanked beam.
Result and discussion
The comparison of simulation and experimental data of SEM signal on a single element material
In order to test the feasibility of the simulation, we investigated two single element materials: Cu as an example of a heavy element and amorphous carbon as an example of light element. The data of these two samples is well established in literature [35] [36] [37] and was used to provide a good comparison between our simulation and experimental data. At larger θ D , the experimental signal intensity drops noticeably below the predictions from MC simulations. We consider the angle up to which the prediction fits as the upper limit of the angular range for which our model is valid. We have not observed any signal intensity deviation from our predictions at the minimum accessible angle (17°) of our detector. As shown in Fig. 4.1.1b and d , the shaded area is the actual valid prediction zone in the simulated intensity angular distribution curve for our CBS detector in the absence of a deceleration field. In the absence of a deceleration field any SE contribution to the signal can be ignored as it is below the detector energy threshold E T , which we estimate to be around 400 eV from our imaging experiments.
The prediction of the influence of the SE signal in a decelerated SEM imaging process
The SE signal can exceed the detector threshold of a BSE detector if the applied deceleration field results in SE energies larger than E T þ50 eV, thus the simulation of the SE signal is required for the identification of signal detected in these situations. The simulation of SE signal relies on the energy-angular distribution of SE emission. This is shown in Fig. 4.1.2(a) the SE distribution is focused in a small energy range below 30 eV for the Cu sample with U L 2000 eV. The SE distribution covers the whole angular range of 0-90°but reaches a maximum at around 40°. S E(SE) only contributes to S E if two conditions are fulfilled, that is, the threshold of the detector needs to be exceeded and the maximum θ D is brought within the angular range of the detector through the effects of E d . Since E d is perpendicular to the detection plane and much larger than the SE energy, the actual S E(SE) is very small. For example, for Cu with U L ¼2000 eV and U d ¼1000 V deceleration field, an SE with 50 eV energy would have the maximum θ D when Fig. 3.3.1. A schematic of the parameters of CBS detector, the θ D can be directly calculated from working distance and segment location. it is emitted parallel to the detection plane. That θ D would then only be 17°which is the lower limit for the CBS detector in our microscope.
As shown in Fig. 4.1.2(b) , the SE will only form a large signal in very small detection angular range below 10°for the Cu sample. Although other materials have different SE distribution, the SE detection range is still always limited below 15°for all our samples and microscope settings. The SE signal intensity peak also shifts to smaller θ D if the U d is increased, and so the SE signal can safely be ignored.
Comparison of simulation and experimental decelerated BSE signal
As shown above, the SE signal can be safely ignored for the CBS detector in our SEM conditions, even if a deceleration field is applied. Hence the main difference of the results presented in Section 4.1.1 (where U d ¼0) is a substantial increase in S E(BSE) that falls within an angular range of our CBS detector (compare Fig. 4 Fig. 4.1.3b, d . The detection angle zone that is validated by our experiment (shaded in grey in Fig. 4.1.3b, d ) still extends just past the maximum for Cu in Fig. 4 .1.3b and the first peak in Fig. 4.1.3 .d obtained for amorphous C. For larger angles, the experimental intensity still drops rapidly below the predicted value for angles larger than 35°for Cu and 38°for C sample (Fig. 4.1.3b, d ).
The estimation and effect of angular distribution of the BSE I and BSE II signal
As mentioned in the introduction, the BSE emitted from the very top surface of a specimen forms a signal which is topography dependent. This BSE I signal is emitted at a large scattering angle. If we plan to acquire a BSE image with solely compositional contrast, we need to collect the BSE II signal which is emitted from beneath the sample surface. The BSE emission simulated from different layers within the specimen from 0 to 0.5 nm to full penetration depth of Cu and C. As shown in Fig. 4.1.4a , c, the scattering angle of the highest electron probability/intensity shifts from 83°to 75°for C and 76-51°for Cu. The same trend is also observed in Fig. 4.1.4b,  d for the simulated relative BSE intensity when a U d ¼2000 V is applied.
Although there is no clear boundary for the BSE I and BSE II , the electrons emitted from the first 3 nm of the sample surface have an emission depth which is very similar to SE and can be expected to contribute to the topographical contrast of BSE images. As can be seen from Fig. 4.1.4 . the BSE I signal constitutes a large fraction of S E(BSE) for both C and Cu. Hence in these cases, topography can significantly affect BSE imaging. This effect can be noticed as shoulders or even double peaks in the BSE angular distribution curve such as in Fig. 4.1.3b, d . The fact that BSE I is the dominant signal for BSE detection at large angles (see Fig. 4.1.3b, d ) also explains the substantial deviation of simulated intensity from experimental data for larger θ D as we do not control the surface topography. Hence nano-scale topography limits the validity of our prediction range of angles just below the first peak in the angular emission plots. For this range, the BSE image contains purely compositional information. The more this angular range is exceeded toward larger angles, the stronger the contribution of topography to the detected BSE signal. This effect can indeed be exploited for the measurement of nano-scale topographical features as reported in [12] . Importantly, this shows that by correctly choosing the maximum θ D, topographical and compositional contrast can be selected. As the SEM user does not select this angle directly but needs to achieve it through the correct combination of working distance, U L , U d and detector segment, this model can be used to predict the best combinations for maximum compositional contrast.
Application of model for the optimisation of compositional BSE
signal on complex nanostructured materials-PNIPAM/PEGDA semi-IPN and regioregular P3HT film Section 4.1 shows that in the cases of single elemental samples of Cu and amorphous C, the prediction of the BSE signal intensity is reliable in the angular range from largest SE detection angle to the first maximum in the simulated angular distribution. As shown by the results of the Cu sample this simulation can be applied to heavier elements, but our main purpose is the optimisation of polymer imaging as these are the most challenging of materials due to often minute differences in average atomic numbers.
Here we extend the same prediction, thus the microscope setting (detection angle limitation) for a guaranteed optimisation of composition contrast can be achieved to exclude contributions from topography.
Verification of simulated BSE signal and experimental signal of a PNIPAM/PEGDA semi-IPN
The same verification method used in 4.1 to check the feasibility of our prediction has been applied on the PNIPAM/PEGDA semi-IPN samples and the plot of the simulated intensity versus experimental grey value is shown in Fig. 4.2.1 . The highest usable primary beam voltage for this polymer composite is limited to around 1 kV due to charging effects. The experimental signal for this condition without deceleration field is very small and the imaging at U d ¼0 V is not practical. Hence the only data checked for the PNIPAM/PEGDA sample are those with deceleration applied using the methods of Section 4.1.3.
The PNIPAM simulation in Fig. 4 .2.1 compares and fits the experimental data to the maximum angle of around 29°. The angle that this linear relationship ends is around the same value for both the A and B segment in our CBS detector. The PEGDA simulation only fitted with experimental data to the maximum angle of around 26°, which resulted in the simulation deviating from linear relationship in almost the entire angular range of the B segment (23-40°). Fig. 4.2 .2b, which was taken at angles exceeding our predictable range, and thus contain little compositional contrast. The contrast is mainly formed by the topography difference between different phases created in etching and indeed the small PNIPAM particles are barely visible. The larger PNIPAM particle at the centre of the image can mainly be recognised by its bright edges. The line profiles of the two images in 4.2.2 b, d also confirm this. The appearance of edge effect (the high brightness edge formed at steps on sample surface due to the small emission depth of the relevant electron signal [38] ) is a clear sign of the appearance of topographical contrast. Since the large angle signal is dominated by BSE I , the topographical BSE images for large angle agree with our expectation based on simulation in 4.1.4. Thus we can use the BSE below the simulated peak in the angular distribution for composition contrast imaging and select the BSE at large angles for topographical imaging.
Limitation of the signal prediction
Comparing the data acquired from the PNIPAM/PEGDA sample (Fig. 4.2.1 ) and the single elemental samples of Cu and C (Fig. 4.1.3) , the viable angular range of our prediction method changed dramatically for each different material and different imaging conditions. However, this viable angular range is closely related to the simulated angular distribution peak in our simulations. The maximum angular range are shown in Table 4 .2.1, this maximum viable angle value always matches the peak position of the simulated intensity distribution curve (shown in Fig. 4.1.4) as the maximum in the BSE II peak and highlighted by the dashed line. As stated earlier in 4.1.2, since the energy of the major part of the SE is always around 0-50 eV, we always expect the SE to be limited to very small angular range (o 10 o ) for any U d above 1000 V. Hence we can conclude that the viable angular range for our BSE signal prediction is from 10 o to around the angle of the simulated angular distribution peak.
Ideally for a known material, the detection angle limitation can be chosen at the angle of the simulated angular distribution peak that is obtained from the simulation. We demonstrate this on the example semicrystalline polymer presented in Section 4.2.4.
Microscope settings for optimised signal simulation of PNI-PAM/PEGDA semi-IPN
According to 4.2.2, we can estimate the expected angular range for our BSE signal for known microscope settings and materials. Since the angular range in our CBS detector is fixed, the working distance is changed in order to select the θ D range as shown in Fig. 4.2.3 . To utilise this figure for the optimisation of compositional contrast we must use the range in which topography will not affect the contrast. This range is based on the results of Fig. 4.2.1 and indicated by striped lines in Fig. 4.2.3 . It can be seen that the detector segment A can deliver compositional contrast over a much wider range of working distances than segment B. However, the simulations in Fig. 4.2.3a and c show that the compositional signal intensity obtainable with detector segment B is substantially higher than that from segment A, due to a slower reduction trend of the overall intensity in segment B as θ D decreases. This leads to higher noise-signal ratio in high contrast setting in segment A and makes segment B a more suitable segment for high contrast imaging at large working distances, as shown in experimental data in Fig. 4.2. 4a. This situation demonstrates the complexity of optimising the contrast on an experimental basis. A further parameter that the user has to decide is U d , which can also have a substantial influence (see Fig. 4.2.4b) .
Moving from overall simulated signal intensities to simulated contrast, where contrast is defined as = 24 26 suggested. The position of this curve for a given set of materials is determined by the highest angle for valid compositional contrast prediction of this material system. This can be experimentally verified as shown in Fig. 4 .2.1. For some settings within the predictable zone in Fig. 4.2 .5b, the contrast could reach higher values than our suggested setting as the total signal intensity drops at low U d and low θ D. However, as shown in Fig. 4 .2.6c, this higher contrast is accompanied with a low signal intensity and hence low signal to noise ratio. Our suggested setting at the maximum valid angle provides a high intensity difference and a high total signal intensity as shown in Fig. 4 .2.6a.
Our simulated optimised contrast settings in Fig. 4 .2.5(b) were compared with the experimental optimised contrast setting for PNIPAM/PEGDA specimen. The experimental optimised contrast setting was acquired from contrast-U d plot at working distance 4.5-60 mm similar to the plot in Fig. 4.2.4(b) . As shown in Table 4.2.2, the experimental and estimated optimised setting agrees well. The absolute deviation from our estimated setting is about 200-300 V for most conditions. Therefore, higher U d results have shown smaller relative differences to our simulations. We recommend that this simulation method be used for the optimisation of the compositional contrast collected from specimens with small compositional changes. It can be directly translated into suitable experimental settings using plots such as shown in Fig. 4.2.5a , b. In this way, polymer nanoparticles in multi-phase polymer systems can successfully be predicted, imaged and identified.
Application of model to imaging crystallinity in regioregular P3HT film
Another example application of this method is P3HT which is a conjugated, semiconducting polymer commonly used as a film in organic electronic devices. It has a semicrystalline structure and the level of crystallinity in a P3HT film is strongly linked to its performance in electronic devices [39] . Generally, higher crystallinity in a P3HT film gives an improved charge mobility and stability. Therefore, many techniques are employed to determine the amount of crystalline phase in P3HT, but often with very different results even when measured on the same sample [40] . The often large differences are explained due to the differences in length scales that such techniques use on one hand and a more complicated scenario than a two phase model [40] . Thus here we apply our simulation to establish if crystallinity mapping via BSE imaging of a P3HT is feasible in the SEM as the latter would offer the possibility to explore crystallinity distributions on various length scales.
The microscope setting is selected by the same method described above in 4.2.3 and chosen as CBS segment A, U L ¼1000 V, U d ¼4000 V at working distance 4 mm, the settings for the crystalline and amorphous phase are simulated based on the density differences. As shown in Fig. 4 .2.7a, we have collected the highest possible BSE signal for our detector segments below the angular distribution peak of BSEII. Thus a crystallinity map can be formed according to the contrast between the crystalline and the amorphous phases of P3HT. As the crystalline P3HT has reportedly a higher density the (see Table 3 .1.1) our simulations predict that the crystalline phase appears brighter in the image in Fig. 4 .2.7b. By analysing cystallinity mapping image collected on P3HT, associated histogram of the image can be fit into two gaussian peaks as shown in Fig. 4 .2.7c. Thus we obtain the following: minor component (crystalline, $ 23%) and major component (amorphous $ 77%) from the respective peak areas. This composition is within the range of reported phase compositions and very close to that obtained from density measurements presented in [40] . However, our method allows us to investigate the lateral distribution best seen by thresholding the image as in Fig. 4 .2.7d. to some extent. There is some overlap between the two components for grey levels below 150, we have set our threshold at 155 so to avoid such overlap. Hence, the black areas in Fig. 4 .2.7 only represent the proportion of crystalline material that can be identified as such with confidence. In this context it is interesting to note that [40] suggest that a two phase model for crystallinity in P3HT might be to simplistic and intermediate degree of ordering might be present, which seem to be consistent with our observation so far. However, a much more detailed study on P3HT with different proportions of crystallinity due to different molecular weights and processing conditions, investigated at a wide range of length scales (magnifications) would be needed to test the model put forward in [40] . This is beyond the scope of this work. The focus here is to show that our method (using simulation to ensure nano-scale chemical imaging for phases with small chemical changes) provide a new tool to investigate the subject of local crystallinity, which is of extreme importance to the field of organic electronics. The simulation data of Cu, amorphous C, PNIPAM, PEGDA and P3HT needed to apply this model can be accessed in [41] .
Conclusion
Monte Carlo simulations of amorphous C, Cu, PNIPAM/PEGDA semi-IPN and P3HT film angular distributions of emitted electrons in a low voltage SEM have been shown. We report how to transform the simulated angular distributions to account for particular microscope settings (such as detection geometry and deceleration field,) enabling a direct comparison to experimental data and establish the angular range for which the model can be used. We found that the BSE emission for angles below the peak in the angular emission spectrum can be accurately predicted and used for contrast optimisation of compositional imaging. The BSE emission at angles larger than the peak in the angular spectrum do not match the simulations and are shown to contain mainly topographical information. Although the signal related to this part of the angular emission spectrum is not predictable by our model, the model can predict the experimental parameter range in which topographical features will influence the contrast in BSE images. In summary our model allows us to optimise and separate compositional and topographical contrast in angle selective BSE imaging in the presence of a deceleration field. This approach can be used to solve the challenge of imaging small differences in nano-scale chemical compositions in carbon based composites or local crystallinity in semi-crystalline polymers. Fig. 4.2.7 . The optimised microscope setting chosen for P3HT is the CBS segment A, as shown in a, this is between the minimum detector angle and the maximum valid angle (the angular distribution peak in this curve). The crystallinity distribution imaged with our setting is shown in b, the field of view of SEM image is 5*5 mm 2 . The histogram of the image was fit to two gaussian peak for major and minor component in c, and by choosing threshold at the pointed grey value the crystallinity map can be acquired as shown in d.
